
Who would still like to drive ETCC
Geschrieben von MichaW - 25.09.2021 12:30
_____________________________________

Hiho,

as the title already says, please report all Drivers who would like to drive ETCC but do not have a team at the moment.
And please only answer the drivers here, for teams there is another thread.

Thanks and GlÃ¼ck auf!

============================================================================

Aw: Who would still like to drive ETCC
Geschrieben von MoeZee - 25.09.2021 17:11
_____________________________________

hello all 

i so wanted to race in the ETCC but gosh darn it, i have to work during those times that it is posted. If these ETCC races
were held on Saturday, i would be all over this, maybe even make my own team but Sunday is the norm and i cannot
change that. Been trying to change my work on Sunday but my boss keeps giving me the sad story of having me work on
Sundays.
I am not saying i cannot drive on Sundays. i can drive but its like this. i drive ETCC for what 3-4 hrs  in the day time and
then right after the race , i go to work and put in a 14-16hr shift mostly at night. ( i drive tractor trailer or lorries as you
guys call it) 

i have ran a whole season of ETCC once before (ETCC 4-5 if i remember) but it just kill me as i describe above. i was
bascially up for 24hrs. racing with professional drivers in the day time then having to go deal with idiot drivers at night will
worn you right out.

What i can do is be an emergency driver or spare driver for any team that needs one cause there is some Sundays i
have off. If i'm not mistaken, there will be some Thursday runs. That no good for me for Thursday i am coming home
from work and get home about 1hr after the Thursday race have begun.

This is what i can offer for now but the next 2 months will be busy for me. 
I will be moving from this place i am in now. 

So with this in mind, if any team needs me, contact me and i will let you know if i can be available. prefer you contact me
1 day before the race so i can properly prepare for the race and for work.

i am mostly an english driver, i drive without chat on cause its mostly a distraction for me and i hate typing. i can drive
with TS.

any questions or concerns, please get in touch

MoeZee

============================================================================

Aw: Who would still like to drive ETCC
Geschrieben von zapata - 26.09.2021 18:37
_____________________________________

hello,

I would like to drive, but cannot drive every race... I can jump in...most of the time.

BR
Wolfgang / zapata
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